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or debt write-down tool (bail-in). The presented breakdown shows the variety of ap-
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necessity of its application becomes manifest. The study is based on a comparative re-
view of legal frameworks in selected countries as well as reports, studies, publications 
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The global financial crisis exposed the deficiencies of regulatory frameworks 

in many countries. The worsening condition of too-big-to-fail banks in connec-

tion with ineffective regulation and supervision (Iwanicz-Drozdowska, Schab 

2014) often left no choice for politicians and market supervisors. The only way 

to overcome the turbulences of the financial distress of that time was recapi-

talization of financial institutions using public funds as a last resort solution 

(Mullineux 2013). At the moment of crisis, safety net institutions were not equ-

ipped with effective tools, the scope of which would have allowed them to liqu-

idate the financial entity in question in an orderly way without disrupting fi-

nancial stability. The tools used and interventions of governments in the most 

turbulent years 2007–09 were very different but the most challenging problem 

was to find a proper way for the orderly liquidation of large financial entities 

(Nieto, Garcia 2012). A few governments only announced plans for the develop-

ment of resolution and recovery laws. Others very rapidly implemented reso-

lution laws within their jurisdictions, tailoring them on an ad hoc basis and for 

specific needs. Six years after Lehman collapsed, ideas to resolve the problem 

of too-big-to-fail banks are well-considered, streamlined and presented as an 

alternative to the infamous bail-out approach. The outcome is a growing num-

ber of jurisdictions with bail-in legislation built-in as an integral part of the 

resolution framework and designed with reference to country specifics (IMF 

2012). This has led to the establishment of a new tool in financial architecture, 

with respect to which a comparative analysis of definitions, triggers, general 

rules and practical developments for financial institutions are worth studying.

The paper is based on descriptive research studies carried out in two main 

steps. The first step is theoretical and consists of a comparative analysis of le-

gal acts and literature in order to present the current shape of regulations and 

the approaches to the bail-in tool in selected jurisdictions. The second step is 

identification of bail-in cases and their practical consequences for owners and 

creditors. It is based on an analysis of financial documents of safety net insti-

tutions (central banks, resolution authorities). The research aims to analyse 

selected components of the bail-in tool and identify the cases of its application 

with the consequences for owners and creditors.
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The term bail-in is quite new in the vocabulary of economics. Large-scale go-

vernment support for financial institutions has been called bail-out. In con-

trast to that process the term bail-in has been established. It has become incre-

asingly popular in financial publications and has been presented to the public 

as a new model of tool (EC 2011). Academic publications often refer bail-in as 

a process of bank recapitalization through the mandatory write-down of lia-

bilities or alternatively, the conversion of liabilities to equity (Conlon, Cotter 

2014). It makes bail-in one of the resolution tools that can be used to restructu-

re a bank’s liabilities. It can be done by converting or writing down unsecured 

debt without necessitating the institution in question to go bankrupt. In other 

words, it forces creditors to bear some of the burden of liquidation or restruc-

turing of the financial institution by having a portion of its debt written off or 

converted to equity (BoE, FDIC 2012).

This mechanism has already been implemented in the laws of several coun-

tries and established within their legal frameworks. A summary of legal defi-

nitions from selected jurisdictions that have such a definition in place are pre-

sented in Table 1. In addition, the definitions of international standard setting 

bodies have also been included. 

Table 1. Summary of the legal definitions of bail-in and bail-in powers

Approach Legal grounds Takes effect /  
/ Established Definition

Cyprus Law on Resolution  
of Credit and Other 
Institutions

03.2013 The power to:
 – write down or convert debt and liabilities into shares
 – reduce (including the reduction to zero), the amount 

of debts and liabilities of the institution under reso-
lution

 – cancel financial instruments issued by an institution 
under resolution

 – amend the amount of interest payable

Denmark Bank Package III 10.2010 The force to put losses on senior creditors in bank failures

European 
Union

Directive  
2014/59/ EU

01.2016 The mechanism for resolution authority to write-down 
and convert the liabilities of an institution under resolu-
tion
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Approach Legal grounds Takes effect /  
/ Established Definition

Financial 
Stability 
Board

Key Attributes  
of Effective Reso-
lution Regimes for 
Financial Institutions

11.2011 The power to: 
 – write down, in a manner that respects the hierar-

chy of claims in liquidation, the equity or other in-
struments of ownership of the firm, unsecured and 
uninsured creditor claims to the extent necessary to 
absorb the losses

 – convert into equity or other instruments of ownership 
of the firm all or parts of unsecured and uninsured 
creditor claims in a manner that respects the hierar-
chy of claims in liquidation

IMF Discussion note 04.2012 Statutory power of a resolution authority to restructu-
re the liabilities of a distressed financial institution by 
writing down its unsecured debt and/or converting it to 
equity

Slovenia Banking Act 10.2013 A measure to write down or convert bank’s qualified lia-
bilities

United 
Kingdom

Financial  
Services Act

01.2015 A power to cancel or modify any securities issued by the 
bank and to convert any such securities from one form 
or class into another

USA Dodd Frank Act 07.2010 The power to terminate all rights and claims that the stoc-
kholders and creditors of the financial company may have 
against its assets arising out of their status to perform the 
obligation that the creditors and shareholders will bear 
the losses of financial institution

S o u r c e : own elaboration based on an analysis of legal acts and reports of international insti-
tutions. 

Many jurisdictions have developed or are in the process of developing reso-

lution regimes with bail-in tool with no or very limited option of public funding. 
There are several differences between the definitions of bail-in among the le-

gal frameworks in the presented countries. The most detailed, functional legal 

definition is present in Cyprus, the most concise has been adopted by Denmark. 

Taking into consideration their common elements, bail-in seems to be an ex-

plicit statutory right (which is also stressed in the IMF definition) that gives al-

most undisputable power to restructure a bank’s liabilities. This restructuring 

can be of a dual nature, but both are directed against the owners and creditors. 

It can be done as a conversion of equity or simple writing down (reduction) 

even to zero of all their rights and claims. It can be applied mainly to unse-

cured creditors (having no specified assets as collateral) with the maintenance 

of a hierarchy of claims as for regular liquidation.
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The implementation of bail-in implies serious legal consequences on the situ-

ation of many parties and creates new legal relations. Therefore the appropria-

te legislation quite clearly points out the conditions under which bail-in can be 

used. Table 2 presents the triggers for the beginning of the resolution process.

Table 2. Bail-in triggers in different jurisdictions

Approach Triggers and crucial conditions

Denmark

Resolution (and bail-in as a part of it) can be started when:
 – a bank no longer meets the regulatory capital requirements 
 – the deadline for the bank’s restoration of the capital was not met

European 
BRRD

Resolution (and bail-in as the first part of it) can be started, when all of the following conditions are 
met:

 – the institution is failing or likely to fail
 – there is no reasonable prospect that any alternative private sector measures would prevent the 

failure of the institution within a reasonable timeframe
 – the action is necessary to protect the public interest

FSB

Resolution (and bail-in as a part of it) should be initiated:
 – when a firm is no longer viable or likely to be no longer viable, and has no reasonable prospect 

of becoming so
 – before a firm is balance sheet insolvent and before all equity has been fully wiped out

Slovenia

The decision on bail-in application may be issued when: 
 – the bank is subject to an increased risk
 – no circumstances exist to eliminate the increased risk on a timely basis
 – it is not probable that the bank will attain capital and liquidity adequacy within a relevant time 

period
 – it is in the public interest to prevent instability of the financial system 

United 
Kingdom

The condition to launch bail-in is that the exercise of that power is necessary, having regard to the 
public interest in:

 – the stability of the financial systems of the country
 – the maintenance of public confidence in the stability of those systems
 – the protection of depositors
 – the protection of any client assets that may be affected

USA The competent authority shall determine that such action is necessary for purposes of the financial 
stability of the country, and not for the purpose of preserving the covered financial company

S o u r c e : own elaboration based on an analysis of legal acts and reports of international insti-
tutions. 

In general, to implement bail-in typically several conditions have to be met. 

Triggers listed in the table above unambiguously indicate that in order to start 

a bail-in process, the decision on its application should lie in the public inter-

est, which is the main priority of its use. The definitions among countries tend 
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to differ. Some of them concentrate on economic indicators whose source lies 

within a financial institution itself (e.g. being close to balance sheet insolvency 

or no chance for private funding, etc.). Others point out the necessity of pro-

tection of overall financial stability, which indirectly can be presented as it is 

the Dodd Frank Act, where it is necessary from the point of view of national 

decision whether to implement bail-in is taken within different jurisdictions by 

different authorities mandated to do so and the approaches and understanding 

can vary greatly. 

The data presented in the Table 3 precisely describe the reasons for the imple-

mentation of bail-in. Several countries like Slovenia or Denmark do not direc-

tly state the aims of bail-in in their legislation, which on one hand gives them 

more flexibility but, on the other, also weaker legal positions. Other jurisdic-

tions tend to be more precise about this issue. Both the Financial Stability Bo-

to recapitalizing and allowing the institution to operate on a “going concern” 

basis. By means of available measures the viability of a distressed institution 

should be restored. Other reasons for implementing bail-in, stated in the Dodd 

-

bility and minimizing the costs for public funds.

Table 3. Goals of bail-in and its main principles

Approach Aim of bail-in

Cyprus  – Maximize bail-inable amounts and minimize further capital needs
 – Avoid strategic defaults
 – Protect covered deposits
 – Minimize the possibility of intervention of deposit insurer

European 
BRRD

To restore entity’s ability to comply with the conditions to authorization and to continue to carry out 
the activities for which it is authorized and to sustain sufficient market confidence in the institution 
or entity

FSB Achieving or helping to achieve continuity of essential functions 

IMF To achieve a prompt recapitalization and restructuring of the distressed institution
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Approach Aim of bail-in

United 
Kingdom

Minimizing recourse to public funds and reducing risks to financial stability

USA  – Avoiding or mitigating serious adverse effects on the financial stability or economic conditions 
of the country

 – Facilitating the orderly liquidation of the financial company 
 – Ensuring that unsecured creditors bear losses in accordance with the priority of claims
 – Ensuring that the management responsible for the failing financial company is removed

S o u r c e : own elaboration based on an analysis of legal acts and reports of international insti-
tutions.

Although bail-in is not a new concept in the theory of finance, it was applied to 

financial institutions rather exceptionally (IMF 2014). Therefore practical expe-

rience of the write-down and conversion mechanisms in relation to financial in-

stitutions is very limited. Table 4 presents the identified cases of application of this 

resolution tool in the cases of banks in different jurisdictions. The information abo-

ut the jurisdiction, name of the bank, time as well as the haircut rate is included. 

Table 4. Bail-in practical experience

Country Bailed-in entities and haircut rates Name of the bank with the time  
of bail-in application

Cyprus  – shareholders and bondholders (full bail-in)
 – uninsured depositors (haircut 60%)

Cyprus Popular Bank  
(Laiki Bank)
March 2013

 – shareholders and bondholders (full bail-in)
 – conversion of the part of uninsured deposits into equity 

(haircut 60%)

Bank of Cyprus
March 2013

Denmark  – lowest ranking equity and liability positions (haircut 41.2%) Amagerbanken
February 2011

 – lowest ranking equity and liability positions (haircut 26.4%) 
 – uninsured retail deposits (haircut 26.4%)

Fjordbank Mors
June 2011

 – subordinated capital Max Bank
October 2011

 – the negative difference between the assets and all liabilities 
was paid by the deposit insurer in full (deposit insurance fund 
in lieu of a part of the creditors)

Sparekassen Østjylland
April 2012

 – the negative difference between the assets and all liabilities 
was paid by the deposit insurer in full (deposit insurance fund 
in lieu of a part of the creditors)

Spar Salling Sparekasse
April 2012
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Country Bailed-in entities and haircut rates Name of the bank with the time  
of bail-in application

Iceland  – non-Icelandic retail depositors (haircut 100% but fully cove-
red by foreign deposit insurers)

Landsbanki
October 2008

 – non-Icelandic debt holders (haircut 100%)
 – non-Icelandic depositors (haircut 100% but fully covered by 

foreign deposit insurance funds)

Kaupthing Edge
October 2008

Kazakhstan  – foreign bondholders (haircut 45% in 2009)
 – local bondholders (haircut 55% in 2012)
 – state deposits partially converted into equity 

BTA Bank
February 2009
March 2012

 – bondholders
 – unsecured creditors (haircut 76%)

Alliance Bank
June 2010

 – unsecured creditors (haircut 41%) Temirbank
October 2009

Slovenia  – share capital and subordinated liabilities (full bail-in)
 – conversion of a hybrid instruments into ordinary shares

Nova Ljubljanska Banka
January 2013

 – shareholders and bondholders (full bail-in)
 – state deposits partially converted into equity

Nova Kreditna Banka Maribor
April 2013

RSA  – subordinated debt and shareholders (haircut 10%)
 – wholesale depositors (haircut 10%)

African Bank 
August 2014

S o u r c e : own elaboration based on BFG, IMF, WB (2014).

The bail-in approach varies in the cross-country evidence study but the 

jurisdictions were a systemic crisis in the banking sector was present. Fre-

quently it was connected with a bad situation of the whole sector in the country 

(however, the Republic of South Africa is an exception). Although bail-in legisla-

tion is present in many jurisdictions, the contemporary practice of the applica-

tion of bail-in is so-far the most popular in Europe, where Denmark seems to be 

the country with the most developed practical experiences. 

Jurisdictions are characterized by a different hierarchy of claims, which sets 

the order of the writing down of creditors. However, as a rule, shareholders and 

bondholders seem to be the first category of creditors taken into consideration 

to be affected by bail-in, depending on whether the bondholders were secured 

or not. A separate issue is differentiation of the situation of creditors done on the 

basis of nationality, which took place in Kazakhstan and Iceland. The most well-

known cases of bail-in are those from Cyprus and Iceland. It can be assumed 

that as long as bail-in impacts the interests of narrow groups and does not af-
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fect covered depositors, it is publicly accepted. When the proposal to also bail-in 

depositors is under consideration (as it was in these two jurisdictions) it seems 

to be very problematic and leads to numerous disputes (Méndez Pinedo 2001). 

It is difficult to find criteria which clearly settle whether bail-in was a suc-

cess or not due to the application of this tool in different conditions and usual-

ly in tandem with other resolution tools. Among the jurisdictions were bail-in 

was applied two groups can be distinguished. The first is a group were the bail-

in law was introduced ad hoc, when it was the only way to resolve the situation. 

It was associated with problems relating to bank panic (Cyprus, Iceland) and 

met with criticism of the international community (South Africa), because it 

not always went in parallel with the agreed international standards. Although 

there were some distortions, Cypriot, Icelandic and Kazakh bank bail-in cas-

es ended with moderate bail-in success. What is important is that it allowed 

for continuity of critical functions of financial institutions as well as shifting 

part of the recapitalization costs to bank creditors. The second is a group with 

well-prepared bail-in, with a strong legal framework and public authorities 

equipped with a full suite of administrative tools. So far this took place in Den-

mark or Slovenia and allowed for the smooth finalizing of the bail-in process 

with better restructuring results. These countries also had lower haircuts be-

cause they used more sophisticated supporting tools that allow deposit insur-

ers to bear some losses of restructuring in lieu of some creditors. Although the 

legal frameworks of the jurisdictions provide for bail-in and usually the rule of 

no creditor worse off, because of the harsh effect for owners and creditors it 

seems to be very controversial and often related to expropriation (IBA 2010).

Bail-in was applied to only few banks in several jurisdictions and its long-

term economic consequences remain largely unknown. On one hand, bail-in 

seems to work the best when only idiosyncratic risk materializes and when the 

contagion risk is low. In the massive loss allocation need (e.g. case of Cyprus or 

Iceland) bail-in could lead to the new, not explored economic problems as e.g. 

rapid change of the ownership of the major stake in the banking industry in the 

country. Moreover, imposing large haircuts on the creditors at one time can lead 

to the systemic panic, domino effect and accelerates the potential crisis (Good-

hart, Avgouleas 2014). On the other hand existence of bail-in lead to incentivi-

zation of creditors to monitor the risk of the financial institution, which posi-

tively influence the market discipline. Bail-in also allows allocating the costs of 

bank failures to where they best belong (unsecured creditors and bank share-

holders). There are also positive empirical results delivered by a study, which 
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retrospectively tested current European bail-in rules by applying them to the 

conditions of recent global financial crisis (Conlon, Cotter 2014). Although Eu-

rozone banks would have required equity write-downs to cover impairment 

losses, the projected bail-in capitalization would be sufficient and e.g. deposi-

tors would not have experienced any write-downs. Because bail-in is largely 

untested, the unequivocal assessment is impossible and requires further in-

vestigation and study.

There have been several important factors that have led to the implementation of bail-in. 
This resolution tool can be used to recapitalize an institution or entity while maintaining 
the continuity of provisions of systematically important financial services or to liquida-
te it in an orderly way. Moreover, it also allows the allocation of losses to bank owners 
and unsecured and uninsured creditors first. Due to this resolution tool, the reliance on 
public support can be diminished. Because of its nature, and the harsh consequences for 
owners and creditors, the optimal approach to bail-in is the subject of debate.

In theory bail-in is believed to be a powerful resolution tool that will reduce the so-
cial cost and the disruption to markets in case of bank’s failure. It is an answer to the 
public need of not using taxpayer money in order to terminate the activity of a financial 
institution. It is presented as an alternative. The dominant concept deriving from defi-
nitions or bail-in triggers in legislation shows that bail-in is believed to be a resolution 
tool of early intervention, applied before an institution becomes insolvent. In legal fra-
meworks it is also designed as a tool that cannot be omitted and is communicated as in-
evitable for owners and creditors.

Financial institutions will have to take into consideration that simple bail-outs, ac-
cording to recent changes in the legal framework, will no longer be a widely used tool. 
The decision on incorporating bail-in into the legal framework in many countries has 
already been made. The deployment of public money will be done together with bail-in, 
so its effects can be positive only for protected creditors (e.g. depositors). However ba-
il-in seems to be largely untested and applied in practice in only a few countries, with 
mixed results, though there is a preponderance of positive outcomes. Introduction of 
bail-in brings new economic perspective of the functioning of the bank industry but it 
is too early to reliably point out the practical conclusions. From today’s perspective it is 
too soon to decide whether it will be used on a regular basis within resolution or whe-
ther a bail-out policy with the application of other resolution tools will prevail.
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